
TAMESHI WARI 
EKO BREAKING CONTEST RULES 

 

TAMESHI WARI /BREAKING CONTEST 
EKO Kumite Rules – Section 18 

The Tameshi-Wari contest is compulsory for semi-finalists (12 contestants) and 

female finalists (6 contestants) with the following 4 techniques: 

1. SEIKEN (punch with the fist) 

2. SHUTO (Strike with the edge of hand) 

3. HIJI (Elbow strike) 

4. KAKATO or SOKUTO-GERI (Downward Heel or Side kick) 

 

 The minimum number of boards for male contestants will be 2 boards and 1 

board for female contestants. 

 Points are awarded according to the number of boards broken. 

 The total sum of broken boards will be based on which the “Decision on 

Tameshi Wari” will be made when no sufficient weight difference is found 

between the fighters. 

 Contestants who fail to break the boards in the first attempt will have 

second attempt at the minimum number of boards. 

 Contestants who fail the second attempt with a specific technique will not 

score any points. 

 Any materials as cloths or towels must be recognized by the Tameshi Wari 

supervisor. 

 The contestants have 30 seconds to break the boards.  

 

 

 

 

 



TAMESHI WARI 
EKO BREAKING CONTEST RULES 

 

TAMESHI WARI CONDUCT AND TERMINOLOGY 
EKO Kumite Rules – Section 19 

A. Tameshi Wari area: 

The Tameshi Wari contest will be held on the ceremony stage (not on match area) 

B. Procedure of the contestants: 

 The Tameshi Wari contest will commence with the 6 female finalists and end with 

the 12 male semi-finalists. 

 The contestants must all be facing the official seats and stand in Fudo Dachi when 

standing and sit in Seiza or Anza (if indicated by the Tameshi Wari contest official) 

when sitting down. 

 The contestants who succeed breaking the boards most sit down. 

 The contestants who fail keep standing. 

 

C. Announcements of the Start of Tameshi Wari contest: 

 

1. SHOMEN NI REI Bow for official table 

2. MAWATTE Turn around 180º towards Tameshi Wari Official 

3. REI  Bow to official 

4. MAWATTE Turn around towards official table 

5. KAMAETTE Standby / Get Ready 

6. HAJIME  Start breaking the boards (within 30 seconds) 

 

D. Announcements of results 

 KANSUI – Successful breaking 

The Tameshi Wari contest official raises his right arm 45º indicating a successful 
attempt, pronouncing: 

1. NAME of contestants 

2. BACK NUMBER 

3. NUMBERS of BROKEN BOARDS 

4. “KANSUI” Successful attempt 

 

 SHIPPAI – Failed breaking 
 
The Tameshi Wari official crosses his arms downwards gesticulating from side to side 
indicating a failed attempt, pronouncing in following order: 
1. NAME of contestants 
2. BACK NUMBER 
3. “SHIPPAI” Failed attempt 


